-A complete kit of AMX-10 PAC 90mm (export version)
-A manual of assembly
-Antenna included
-Mobile turret
-Transparent windows
In this manual of assembly you will find:
- The manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and the parts required.
- A complete nomenclature for identification of all pieces.
- And brief historic
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
t is recommended to use the cyanoacrylate glue and to degrease parts before gluing.
Historic:
The AMX-10 P is a French troop carrier developed by the "atelier Issy-les-Moulineaux
Construction" (AMX). He is the successor of the AMX-13 VTT. The first prototypes were
completed around 1968 and the first AMX-10P were delivered in 1973 to the 7th Mechanized
Brigade.
This version of the AMX 10 P is equipped with the GIAT TS 90 anti-tank turret. It can also be used
as a reconnaissance vehicle or as an infantry support vehicle.
The AMX-10 PAC 90 has a crew of three, including the commander, the shooter and the driver.
Four infantrymen can sit in the rear compartment accessible by the wide rear door. He is protected
N.B.C.
This version is used by the Indonesian Marines and, is equipped with a 7.62 mm coaxial machine
gun.
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